Abstract-Charge Coupled Devices (CCDs) have been successfully used in several high energy physics experiments over the past two decades. Their high spatial resolution and thin sensitive layers make them an excellent tool for studying short-lived particles. The Linear Collider Flavour Identification (LCFI) collaboration is developing Column-Parallel CCDs (CPCCDs) for the vertex detector of a future Linear Collider. The CPCCDs can be read out many times faster than standard CCDs, significantly increasing their operating speed. A test stand for measuring the charge transfer inefficiency (CTI) of a prototype CPCCD has been set up. Studies of the CTI have been performed at a range of readout frequencies and operating temperatures.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE study of radiation hardness is crucial for the application of CCD detectors in High Energy Physics experiments [1] - [4] . The LCFI collaboration has been developing and testing new CCD detectors for about 10 years [1] - [5] . Previous experimental results on CCD radiation hardness were reported for example in [6] - [10] . Several models increased the understanding of radiation damage effects in CCDs [11] - [13] . The measurements and analyses reported in this paper have been carried out in the LCFI collaboration [3] . Simulation and modeling of CCD radiation hardness effects for a CCD prototype with sequential readout was reported at IEEE'2005 [14] ; comparing full TCAD simulations with analytic models was reported at IEEE'2006 [15] and in [16] ; simulation and modeling of a CCD prototype with column parallel readout (CPCCD) was reported at IEEE'2007 [17] and in [18] .
This work focuses on experimental measurements and a method to determine the charge transfer inefficiency (CTI) performed with the CPCCD at a test stand at Liverpool University. The environment with high radiation near the interaction point at a future Linear Collider creates damage to the CCD material which leads to defects acting as electron traps in the silicon, as indicated in Fig. 1 . The radiation level at a Linear Collider is estimated to be e/cm per year and n/cm per year at the inner vertex detector layer (14 mm radius) [16] , [19] , [20] . The mechanism of creating traps has been discussed in the literature, for example in [21] - [23] . These traps result in charge transfer inefficiency. In a phosphorus-doped device, two main types of traps are created. The first one is relatively shallow with energy level 0.17 eV below the conduction band and the second is deep with energy level 0.44 eV below the conduction band.
The column parallel technology is in development to cope with the required readout rate. CPC1 is a two-phase CCD prototype capable of 50 MHz readout frequency. In this paper we demonstrate the method to determine the CTI value with an un-irradiated CPCCD (CPC1).
II. TEST STAND FOR CCD OPERATION AND CRYOSTAT UNIT
A test stand has been set up with readout electronics and a cryostat unit. The temperature range of the cryostat is from room temperature down to about C. This temperature has been achieved with cold nitrogen gas by boiling liquid nitrogen. The very low operating temperature is required to obtain sensitivity to the CTI peak structure for 0.17 eV traps where the peak position is expected to be near C [18] . This is for particular clocking conditions used in the setup. The CPC1 is a 2-phase CCD with 400(V) 750(H) pixels, m size each pixel. Initial measurements have been performed on an un-irradiated device in standalone mode, where the signals from four columns of the CCD were amplified and connected to external 14-bit ADCs. A Fe source emitting 6 keV X-rays was attached to a holder at a distance of 5 cm from the CCD to provide the signal charge. Fig. 2 shows a picture of CPC1 and the associated control and front-end readout electronics, which were also placed in the cryostat, wherefrom the four outputs were fed to rack-mounted amplifiers and ADCs. Fig. 3 illustrates the on-chip amplifier. The main purpose of the on-chip amplifier in a CCD is the conversion of a charge packet into a voltage or a current. The change in the detection node voltage when a charge packet enters the node is sensed by the on-chip amplifier. In order to achieve a large bandwidth a two-stage source follower amplifier is used. The first stage (First SF) consists of a source follower and a current sink for biasing purposes. The second stage (Second SF) drives the external load. The reset FET, controlled by RG, is connected to the floating diffusion region. In the off-state it can collect the next charge packet and in the on-state it resets the detection node to a reference voltage (RD). The bias voltage CS determines the bias current of the first stage.
The schematic diagram in Fig. 4 illustrates the electronics used to drive and read out the CPCCD. The apparatus is controlled by a LabView program through interface crates. The sequencer receives the master clock from the signal generator to provide a clock for the ADC and Sine Module and to trigger a pulse generator, which produces the reset signal "RG" for the CCD output gate. The sine module produces two clock signals for the two-phase CCD. In addition, an AC signal for output gate "OG" is generated.
It was observed that the CTI increased sharply when the amplitude of the sinusoidal clock pulses applied to read out the CCD was reduced to less than 2 V peak-to-peak. In order to suppress any effect from the clock amplitude, settings for each data acquisition were tuned to produce 3.00 clock pulses. The timing settings (delays) depend on the readout frequency and operating temperature and had to be adjusted for each measurement. The performance of the drivers limited the maximum clocking frequency to about 22 MHz. The X-ray hit rate (occupancy) is kept constant. We expect that the errors on the CTI calculation decrease when increasing the occupancy. If we consider that 10 points are sufficient to fit the X-ray peak with a Gaussian function, the occupancy would be , where 5000 is the number of frames (4 400 pixels). In these measurements the occupancy was small (about 0.1%), resulting from the rather low activity of the Fe source. Such a low occupancy is expected in Linear Collider operations, and has also been used in recent simulations [18] . Our cryostat did not allow placing the source very far from the detector. This may have caused some non-uniformity in the irradiation across the CCD. This non-uniformity is estimated to be about a 1% reduction at the edges of the sensitive area compared to the center.
Our method is based on the typical methods used for serially read out CCDs [24] , [25] , where CTI is determined by fitting a line to the read out charge signal as function of read (pixel) number, which is equal to the number of charge transfers needed to transfer the charge collected in that pixel across the CCD into the readout electrode. A linear function can be expected when the CTI is small.
III. SIGNAL MEASUREMENT AND REMOVING CHARGE SHARING BY USING A 3 3 CLUSTER METHOD
The fast ADCs convert the signal charge after amplification with a wideband preamplifier. The four columns are read out in 4 channels by ADCs. Three columns (channels 1 to 3) are adjacent whereas channel 4 is separate. The signal charges of 4 400 pixels plus 4 10 overclocks were acquired in 3000-5000 frames per measurement. This leads to a sufficient statistical precision (around few times ). The collected data have been analysed using the ROOT package [26] . First, we begin by applying correlated double sampling, where the difference between the signals of two consecutive pixels is taken to be the signal charge collected by the latter pixel. This decreases electronic noise. Common mode noise is reduced with the help of the overclocks, which are charges read out 5 . Distribution of ADC codes for channel (column) two. Three regions are observed: (I) the high peak region which represents the noise, (II) the region separating the two peaks which represents the charge sharing between pixels, and (III) the X-ray peak region which represents the collected charge in a single pixel. The noise peak is fitted by a Gaussian function to determine the noise threshold. The standard deviation of the noise is about 60 electrons. The data was taken at 080 C with 8 MHz readout frequency.
after the last pixel of the column. The average level of these is subtracted from all the pixels in the column.
As an example, Fig. 5 shows the pulse-height distribution for channel 2 summing up all reads in all the 400 pixels of the column. CTI is always calculated for channel 2 because it is physically adjacent to channels 1 and 3. This allows to apply a 3 3 cluster method (Fig. 6) , in order to remove hits with charges from X-ray shared between pixels. This method is only applied to the 3 adjacent columns (1, 2 and 3). Column 2 is considered, where the signal charge of a pixel is accepted only if no charges from X-ray are present in the neighboring pixels.
The noise threshold is used to separate noise from charges shared between pixels. It is determined by fitting the noise peak with a Gaussian function. The threshold is usually set to be above the fitted peak centroid. Even after the 3-by-3 clustering, Fig. 6 . Illustration of the 3 2 3 cluster method. A signal charge (from the X-ray) is only accepted if no charge from X-rays is present in the neighboring pixels. The X-ray charge is defined by its threshold determined after a first fit of the X-ray signal peak with a Gaussian function. a tail remains (Fig. 7) . In order to separate the X-ray signal region from the charge-sharing region we exclude all ADC codes below an X-ray threshold which is determined by fitting the X-ray peak. We set the threshold to be below the fitted peak centroid. In this way we obtain the measured X-ray signal data in the pixels with full X-ray charge (Fig. 8) .
IV. BASELINE CORRECTION FOR DIFFERENT OPERATING TEMPERATURES AND READOUT FREQUENCIES
Owing to an RC coupling at the preamplifier input, the output voltage decays exponentially with a time constant equal to ( is of the order of 100 s). 1 This is expected to give rise to an exponential baseline that varies during the clocking sequence, adding a contribution to the readout signal that depends on the pixel number. The shape of the baseline can be determined by comparing the average output level in the pixels to each other. For each pixel an average of the ADC codes was computed excluding the frames where the code exceeded the noise threshold. The average ADC code can usually be expected to be an exponential function of the pixel number with the RC decay. Figs. 9, 10, 11 and 12 show the distributions of the average ADC codes for all frames of a measurement as a function Fig. 7 . X-ray signal peak with a tail from some charge sharing even after applying the 3 2 3 cluster method. The distribution is fitted with a Gaussian function to determine the threshold to be used to completely remove the charge sharing. This is a different dataset than that in Fig. 5 , which was obtained using a higher preamplifier gain. of the pixel number for different readout frequencies and operating temperatures. These distributions are fitted by an exponential function given by , where corresponds to the signal charge at the first pixel, is the slope and is the pixel number. This function will be subtracted from the X-ray data. Figs. 9 and 12 show approximately zero baseline level, whereas Figs. 10 and 11 show non-zero baseline fits. The baseline level is much smaller at low temperatures, for example at C (Fig. 9 ) and at C (Fig. 12) . Figs. 10 and 11 show baselines for higher temperatures C and C, respectively. These observed baselines show different frequency dependence from what is expected from the RC effect. This indicates that other electronic effects also influence the baseline. For the same readout frequency (8 MHz) Figs. 11 and 12 show the temperature dependence explicitly.
V. DETERMINATION OF CHARGE TRANSFER INEFFICIENCY
The charge transfer inefficiency (CTI) in one pixel is defined as the ratio of signal lost during transfer (captured by traps) to the initial signal charge. In order to determine the CTI we first make the overclock correction and apply the 3 3 cluster method. Then, the X-ray peak was fitted with the Gaussian function to determine the X-ray threshold. This was used to construct the distribution with a fit of average ADC codes as shown in Fig. 13 . The distribution is fitted with the first-order polynomial function , where corresponds to the charge at the first pixel, is the slope and is the pixel number. This distribution is plotted without baseline removal. Fig. 14 shows the distribution of the averages as a function of pixel number with baseline removal. The CTI is determined for the two cases using . 
VI. CTI RESULTS PRE-IRRADIATION FOR DIFFERENT READOUT FREQUENCIES
Figs. 15, 16 and 17 show the CTI values as a function of temperature for an un-irradiated CPC1 at different readout frequencies. The CTI has been calculated using a linear fit of average ADC codes versus pixel number. For this CCD with 400 pixels a CTI value of means that only 0.4% of signal charge is lost, which is acceptable in normal operation. In the temperature region below C no frequency dependence of the CTI measurements is observed. One may note that in the region of rather high temperatures (above C) the effect of baseline removal is large and the determined CTI values indicate that the baseline effect is overestimated. The effect of the baseline removal decreases with increasing frequency as the readout clocking sequence becomes shorter compared to (as visible in Fig. 17 for 8 MHz readout frequency).
The apparent trend of the CTI at high temperatures in the operating range used is probably due to the increase in background charge level as it is related to the dark current. The negative CTI is due to the difficulty in determining the baseline. The baseline is affected by the RC effect that decreases with the pixel number and the dark current that increases at high temperatures. This uncertainty in determining the baseline, which is subtracted from the X-ray peak, gives a negative value especially at high temperatures when the noise is high and closer to the X-ray peak. Also the low X-ray hit rate leads to a weak X-ray peak which leads to a bad fit and hence an additional uncertainty in the X-ray centroid determination. The accuracy of CTI calculation can be improved by putting the Fe source in a position that it hits uniformly the CCD, carefully choosing the gain to use the ADC in its maximum dynamic and acquiring data in a large number of frames. A few measurements where a fraction of the data was lost in the sampling have been discarded.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
An un-irradiated CPCCD is operated in a range of temperatures from C to C (liquid nitrogen cooling) with different readout frequencies 2, 4 and 8 MHz. The spectrum of a Fe source is measured with this device. The CTI is analysed for different readout frequencies and operating temperatures. A clear X-ray signal is extracted by identifying isolated hits (3 3 method). The baseline is subtracted. The CTI value is small and compatible to the order of magnitude that can be expected for an un-irradiated CPCCD. Further CTI measurements with a CPCCD after irradiation and refinement of the analysis method are planned.
